The Role of Radiative Interactions in Tropical Cyclone Development under Realistic Boundary Conditions
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ABSTRACT: The impact of radiative interactions on tropical cyclone (TC) climatology is investigated using a global, TC-permitting general circulation model (GCM) with realistic boundary conditions. In this model, synoptic-scale radiative interactions are suppressed by overwriting the model-generated atmospheric radiative cooling rates with their monthly varying climatological values. When radiative interactions are suppressed, the global TC frequency is significantly reduced, indicating that radiative interactions are a critical component of TC development even in the presence of spatially varying boundary conditions. The reduced TC activity is primarily due to a decrease in the frequency of pre-TC synoptic disturbances (“seeds”), whereas the likelihood that the seeds undergo cyclogenesis is less affected. When radiative interactions are suppressed, TC genesis shifts toward coastal regions, whereas TC lysis locations stay almost unchanged; together the distance between genesis and lysis is shortened, reducing TC duration. In a warmer climate, the magnitude of TC reduction from suppressing radiative interactions is diminished due to the larger contribution from latent heat release with increased surface sea temperatures. These results highlight the importance of radiative interactions in modulating the frequency and duration of TCs.
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1. Introduction

Convective aggregation has been extensively studied in idealized numerical simulations, in which randomly distributed convective systems can spontaneously organize into one or several isolated clusters under highly idealized boundary conditions. Previous studies have demonstrated that radiative feedbacks may play an important role in the development of organized convection (Bretherton et al. 2005; Emanuel et al. 2014; Holloway and Woolnough 2016; Muller and Bony 2015; Muller and Held 2012; Wing and Emanuel 2014; Wing et al. 2016). Typically, the impact of radiative feedbacks is assessed by performing mechanism-denial experiments in which radiative feedbacks are turned off by prescribing fixed radiative cooling rates, thus disabling interactions between radiation and convection. Using this approach, it has been shown that homogenizing longwave radiative cooling can prevent convective aggregation regardless of the domain size or horizontal resolution in a cloud-resolving model (Muller and Held 2012). Yang (2018) showed that homogenizing radiative cooling in the boundary layer can also inhibit the aggregation process. Physically, the spatial variability of radiative cooling plays an important role in generating a secondary low-level circulation and producing an upgradient moist static energy (MSE) transport (Muller and Bony 2015; Muller and Held 2012; Wing and Emanuel 2014), which is thought to be a key positive feedback in the aggregation process (Bretherton et al. 2005).

Idealized numerical models are useful tools to study the relationship between radiative feedbacks and convective aggregation. However, various assumptions are usually made in idealized simulations such as uniform sea surface temperatures (SSTs), no wind shear, and no rotation. In the real world, the impact of SST gradients or wind shear may overwhelm the feedbacks involved in generating convective aggregation under idealized settings. Thus, the importance of these feedbacks in generating convective aggregation in the real atmosphere remains unclear. To close the gap between convection simulated in idealized models and that in the real world, the impact of radiative feedbacks on convective aggregation should be assessed under more realistic boundary conditions provided by GCMs.

Previous studies using GCMs have mostly examined the impact of radiative changes induced by clouds by making clouds transparent to radiation. Early studies have shown that cloud radiative effects (CRE) can influence convection, precipitating the general circulation (Randall et al. 1989; Sherwood et al. 1994; Slingo and Slingo 1988). In the tropics, Fermepin and Bony (2014) revealed that radiative effects of low clouds enhance tropical precipitation and circulation through their coupling to surface fluxes. The CRE also modifies internal modes of tropical variability such as the Madden–Julian oscillation (Crueger and Stevens 2015). In the extratropics,
the CRE acts to increase the meridional temperature gradient and strengthen the midlatitude jet (Li et al. 2015). Some of these studies have used output from the Clouds On-Off Klimat Intercomparison Experiment (COOKIE) project (Stevens et al. 2012), which compares simulations with clouds that are transparent to radiation (clouds off) and those including the CRE (clouds on).

Convective aggregation is typically studied in the form of standing clusters without rotation (Muller and Held 2012; Wing and Emanuel 2014; Yang 2018) or cyclones on an f plane (Muller and Romps 2018; Wing et al. 2016) in idealized models. In the real world, one example of convective aggregation is the tropical cyclone (TC). The role of radiation in TC development has been highlighted in recent studies. For example, using an idealized model, Smith et al. (2020) showed that radiation primarily accelerates tropical cyclone genesis by moistening the core of a disturbance. Also, recent studies on Hurricane Edouard found that radiative cooling plays an important role in its formation and intensification (Tang and Zhang 2016; Tang et al. 2019). Using a convection-resolving model, Ruppert et al. (2020) showed that cloud radiative feedback promotes and accelerates TC evolution in the context of Typhoon Haiyan and Hurricane Maria. From a climatological perspective, it remains unclear how radiation affects TC development in GCMs with spatially varying boundary conditions. GCMs can simulate TCs with horizontal grid spacings of ~100–200 km (Broccoli and Manabe 1990; Knutson et al. 2010). However, TCs simulated at such coarse resolution exhibit significant biases such as weaker intensity and larger size compared to observations (Camargo et al. 2020; Walsh et al. 2007, 2015). Recently, high-resolution models have demonstrated significant progress in simulating TCs (Murakami et al. 2017a,b, 2018; Vecchi et al. 2019; Wehner et al. 2015; Zhao et al. 2009), which provides a platform where the impact of radiative feedbacks on TCs can be examined under realistic background conditions.

In this study, we use a high-resolution and TC-permitting GCM to assess the response of TCs when total radiative cooling rates (longwave plus shortwave) are fixed with climatological values. Instead of completely removing the CRE, we suppress synoptic-scale radiative interactions by prescribing total radiative cooling rates (longwave plus shortwave) using their monthly climatological values. Various numerical simulations are performed in the present-day climate as well as under different idealized global warming scenarios. It is found that suppressing radiative interactions reduces not only global TC frequency but also TC duration in the present-day climate. However, the magnitude of reduction in TC frequency is shown to be sensitive to different warming scenarios. We also do experiments prescribed with interannually varying SSTs and compare them with observations to verify the robustness of our results.

2. Methods

a. Model and experiments

In this study, the High-Resolution Atmospheric Model (HiRAM) developed at the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) is used to investigate the impact of radiative interactions on TCs. HiRAM has a horizontal grid spacing of ~50 km and can successfully reproduce the observed global TC climatology and interannual variability (Zhao et al. 2009).

We first perform two simulations with prescribed climatological monthly means of SSTs and sea ice from the Hadley Centre Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature (HadISST) dataset (Rayner et al. 2003) based on the 20-yr period from 1986 to 2005. These two simulations are integrated for 50 years with a constant atmospheric CO2 concentration (at 1990 levels). While one simulation (referred to as the Control run) follows the default model configuration and thus has fully interactive radiation, the other simulation (referred to as the
ClimRad run) overwrites the model-generated atmospheric total radiative cooling rates (longwave plus shortwave) with their monthly varying climatological values computed from the Control run. Specifically, the overwriting process is implemented as follows: (i) monthly atmospheric total radiative cooling rates are retrieved from the last 20 years of the Control run; (ii) a multiyear average is applied to the 20-yr data to get monthly varying climatological radiative cooling rates; and (iii) each time when the radiation code is called in the ClimRad run, the atmospheric radiative cooling rates are overwritten by its monthly varying climatological values that are temporally interpolated to the current time step. These two simulations aim at assessing the impact of suppressing radiative interactions on TCs in the present-day climate. We note that the ClimRad run is different from the simulations in the COOKIE project. While removing the CRE results in substantial changes in the mean state (Li et al. 2015), the overwriting approach keeps the mean state almost unchanged. For example, the zonal mean meridional overturning circulation exhibits little difference between the Control and ClimRad runs (Fig. 1). Also, the temperature profiles averaged over the tropics (30°S–30°N) in these two runs are almost identical to each other (Fig. 2), indicating that the lapse rate is hardly affected by the overwriting approach.

Additional simulations are performed to explore how suppressing radiative interactions affects the development of TCs in a warmer climate. In this study, we have three warming scenarios: 1) adding a uniform 4 K warming to the observed multiyear average SSTs (referred to as plus4K); 2) adding a uniform 2 K warming to the observed multiyear average SSTs and doubling CO₂ concentration (referred to as plus2K_2×CO₂); 3) doubling CO₂ concentration only (referred to as 2×CO₂). While the number 2 scenario could be more realistic, together these simulations aim at comparing the relative importance of radiative interactions in different idealized warming scenarios. The control experiments used in this study are described in Hsieh et al. (2020). There are two simulations in each warming scenario: one with fully interactive radiation while the other is prescribed with monthly varying radiative cooling rates computed from the simulation with interactive radiation. For example, monthly varying radiative cooling rates used in the ClimRad_plus4K run are computed from the Control_plus4K run. By doing this, the two simulations in each scenario have the same mean values of radiative cooling rates. Table 1 summarizes these simulations.

### b. Tracking tropical cyclones

TCs simulated in HiRAM are identified using the tracker developed by Harris et al. (2016). This method uses instantaneous 6-hourly outputs of sea level pressure, midtropospheric temperature, 850 hPa vorticity, and 10 m zonal and meridional winds to track high cyclonic vorticity features. Typically, the high cyclonic vorticity is accompanied with a sea level pressure minimum, a warm core in the middle troposphere and strong near-surface winds. We note that the parameters used here are slightly different from those in Murakami et al. (2016). The minimum wind speed criterion is set at 15.3 m s⁻¹, which is based on the suggestions of Walsh et al. (2007) of a threshold 10% below gale force (17 m s⁻¹) for a ~50 km resolution model. The minimum warm core temperature anomaly relative to the surrounding environment is set at 2.5 K to yield comparable global-mean TC frequency as observations. We note

![Fig. 2. Temperature profile averaged over the tropics for the Control run (red) and ClimRad run (blue).](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment name</th>
<th>SST forcing</th>
<th>CO₂ forcing</th>
<th>Radiation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>1986–2005 average</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Fully interactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClimRad</td>
<td>1986–2005 average</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Prescribed climatology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control_plus4K</td>
<td>Add 4 K warming</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Fully interactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClimRad_plus4K</td>
<td>Add 4 K warming</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Prescribed climatology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control_plus2K_2×CO₂</td>
<td>Add 2 K warming</td>
<td>2 × CO₂</td>
<td>Fully interactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClimRad_plus2K_2×CO₂</td>
<td>Add 2 K warming</td>
<td>2 × CO₂</td>
<td>Prescribed climatology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control_2×CO₂</td>
<td>1986–2005 average</td>
<td>2 × CO₂</td>
<td>Fully interactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClimRad_2×CO₂</td>
<td>1986–2005 average</td>
<td>2 × CO₂</td>
<td>Prescribed climatology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control-AMIP</td>
<td>1980–2017</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Fully interactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClimRad-AMIP</td>
<td>1980–2017</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Prescribed climatology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
that the main results of this study are not sensitive to the modest modifications of the tracking parameters used in this study.

3. Results

a. Global TC frequency

The role of radiative interactions is first examined in the present-day climate. Figure 3 shows maps of track density per year for tropical storm (category 0) through category 5 hurricanes (top) and category 1–5 TCs (bottom) computed from the Control run (left), ClimRad run (middle), and their difference (right). TCs are categorized based on the Saffir–Simpson scale. Track density is defined by counting the total number of TCs in each 5° × 5° box. When radiative interactions are suppressed there are substantial differences in the spatial distribution of track density. Overall, the track density in the ClimRad run becomes much lower than that in the Control run, indicating reduced TC activity when synoptic-scale radiative interactions are suppressed. In addition, the reduction in track density exhibits spatial heterogeneity, with the largest reduction over the northwest Pacific relative to other ocean basins.

The global number of TCs per year in the ClimRad run (blue boxes in Fig. 4) is smaller than that in the Control run (red boxes in Fig. 4). Each box represents the lower, median, and upper quartile of the global number of TCs per year and whiskers extend to points that lie within 1.5 interquartile range of the lower and upper quartile. We note that the Control and the ClimRad runs are forced by climatological SSTs based on 1986 through 2005, and the mean value of the number of TCs per year in the Control run is slightly different from observations. However, TCs in the Control and the ClimRad runs are tracked using the same tracking method with identical parameters. Compared to the Control run, the global number of TCs per year in the ClimRad run decreases by ~20% for both category 0–5 and category 1–5 TCs (Table 2). Global TC frequency is significantly reduced when synoptic-scale radiative interactions are suppressed.

In idealized models, previous studies have shown that the state of aggregation over a limited domain is binary, which means either a convectively aggregated state with one or several convective clusters, or a disaggregated state with disorganized convection (Bretherton et al. 2005; Muller and Held 2012; Wing and Emanuel 2014; Yang 2018). Under realistic boundary conditions, convectively aggregated systems such as TCs can still be simulated but happen less frequently without

![Fig. 3. Maps of track density per year for (top) category 0–5 and (bottom) category 1–5 TCs. Track density is defined by counting the total number of TCs in each 5° × 5° box. Results are from the (left) Control run, (center) ClimRad run, and (right) their difference.](image-url)

![Fig. 4. Boxplots of the global number of TCs per year for category 0–5 and category 1–5 TCs for the Control run (red) and ClimRad run (blue). Student’s t-test shows that the difference in the number of TCs per year between the Control and ClimRad run is significant at 95% confidence level.](image-url)
radiative interactions. This raises several questions: (i) Why does suppressing radiative interactions only reduce global TC frequency rather than preventing its occurrence completely in this GCM? (ii) What determines the magnitude of the reduction? Previous studies have suggested that without radiative feedback, numerical models are still capable of simulating typical TCs (Ooyama 1969; Rotunno and Emanuel 1987; Rotunno et al. 2009; Wing et al. 2016). Here the comparison between the Control run and the ClimRad run further confirms that TCs can be simulated in the complete absence of radiative interactions under realistic boundary conditions. Regarding (ii), recently Vecchi et al. (2019) and Hsieh et al. (2020) suggested that changes in TC frequency can be understood using a simple binomial model, where the TC frequency itself depends on the product of the number of TC seeds and the probability of these seeds successfully transforming into TCs. Thus, the fractional change in the expected value of TC frequency \((\Delta n)\) is given by
\[
\frac{\Delta n}{n} = \frac{\Delta N}{N} + \frac{\Delta p}{p},
\]
where \(N\) is the expected value of the frequency of TC seeds and \(p\) is the expected value of the probability of genesis of each seed. The seeds are defined as all tracks with 850 hPa vorticity of at least 1.5 \(\times\) \(10^{-4}\) s\(^{-1}\) (negative in the Southern Hemisphere) and last for at least 12 h over the ocean surface in the tropics. Here \(p\) is inferred from the ventilation index of Tang and Emanuel (2012). The ventilation index \((\Lambda)\) is defined as
\[
\Lambda = \frac{u_{\text{shear}}\chi_{\text{entropy}}}{\text{PI}},
\]
where \(u_{\text{shear}}\) is the 850–200 hPa vertical wind shear, \(\chi_{\text{entropy}}\) is the entropy deficit computed based on Tang and Emanuel (2012), and PI is potential intensity defined in Bister and Emanuel (1998). In this study, we define \(p\) as
\[
p = \frac{0.02}{0.02 + \Lambda}.
\]
We note that this definition is slightly different from Vecchi et al. (2019). Here, the constants in \(p\) are calculated to ensure that the product of the number of seeds and \(p\) best matches the number of TCs in the Control run. However, it remains consistent that large values of \(p\) mean high probability of TC genesis as in Vecchi et al. (2019) since large values of \(\Lambda\) means unfavorable conditions for TC genesis. By analyzing the response of TCs to doubling CO\(_2\) in several GCMs, Vecchi et al. (2019) showed that the fractional change in global TC frequency can be explained by the combined effects of seeds and probability. More details of this theory can be found in Vecchi et al. (2019). The same framework (seeds and \(p\)) is then applied to the ClimRad run. When radiative interactions are suppressed, we find that the global probability of genesis increases by \(\sim 2\%\), whereas the frequency of TC seeds (i.e., pre-TC synoptic disturbances) decreases by \(\sim 20\%\). As a result, the change in TC frequency is expected to decrease by \(\sim 18\%\). This value is very close to the actual value of the fractional change in TC frequency (\(\sim 20\%\)) shown in Table 2, indicating that the reduction in TC activity is primarily due to the decrease in pre-TC synoptic disturbances.

Analyzing the energetics of TCs can provide a mechanistic perspective on the sensitivity of TCs to radiative decoupling. Previous studies have used an MSE budget analysis to quantify physical processes associated with convective aggregation (Bretherton et al. 2005; Muller and Bony 2015; Muller and Held 2012; Wing and Emanuel 2014; Wing et al. 2016; Wing et al. 2019). MSE (Neelin and Held 1987) is defined as
\[
h = c_p T + gz + L_r q,
\]
where \(c_p\) is the specific heat of dry air, \(T\) is the air temperature, \(g\) is the gravitational acceleration, \(z\) is the height above the surface, \(L_r\) is the latent heat of vaporization, and \(q\) is the specific humidity. The budget for the density-weighted vertical integral of MSE (denoted as \(\bar{h}\)) is computed as
\[
\frac{\partial \bar{h}}{\partial t} = \text{THF} + \nabla \cdot \nabla \bar{h},
\]
where THF is the surface turbulent heat flux including latent and sensible heat flux, \(R\) is net radiation of the atmosphere including both shortwave and longwave components, and \(\nabla \cdot \nabla \bar{h}\) is the horizontal divergence of the density-weighted vertical integral of the flux of \(h\). The budget for the spatial variance of \(\bar{h}\) is
\[
\frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial \bar{h}^2}{\partial t} = \bar{h} \times \text{THF} + \bar{h} \times R - \bar{h} \times (\nabla \cdot \nabla \bar{h})
\]
Usually, anomalies are computed for the variables in the above equation. For example, \(\bar{h}\) represents the density-weighted vertical integral of MSE anomaly. Using this framework, Wing et al. (2019) showed that the radiative feedback (\(\bar{h} \times R\)) contributes to the development of TCs, especially during early stage, while the surface flux feedback (\(\bar{h} \times \text{THF}\)) is stronger for more intense TCs.

Here we use a similar framework to compare the radiative feedback and the surface flux feedback in the development of TCs. Both terms are computed within a \(\sim 5^\circ \times 5^\circ\) box centered on the tracked TCs. Anomalies are defined as the difference between the actual value at each grid point and its domain average of the \(\sim 5^\circ \times 5^\circ\) box. In the tropics, horizontal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>1986–2005 average</th>
<th>plus4K</th>
<th>plus2K_2×CO(_2)</th>
<th>2×CO(_2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category 0–5</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>21.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category 1–5</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
temperature gradients are small. Variability of the vertical integral of water vapor is closely related to that of MSE (Muller and Romps 2018). Wing et al. (2019) discussed the vertical integral of MSE for TC-related analysis in high-resolution climate models. One way of computing MSE budget is to use column integral per column mass, but this approach is technically challenging as they argued and therefore not practical. The second way is to perform the column integral between two fixed pressure levels as they did in that paper, in which they chose 920 hPa as the lower boundary. However, the pressure field becomes approximately of the same order of magnitude as $L_q$ \( \times \) THF, except for the strong wind bins (where wind speeds are greater than ~25 \( \text{m s}^{-1} \)). A further decomposition of the total radiative feedback into longwave and shortwave components indicates that the longwave radiative feedback contributes more than the shortwave radiative feedback (Figs. S1 and S2 in the online supplemental material). In the ClimRad run, $L_q$ \( \times \) R is almost zero through all bins, which means that with suppressed radiative–convective interactions, there is little contribution from the radiative feedback to the development of TCs. We repeat the above analysis using different box sizes for \( \sim 7^9 \times 7^9 \) and \( \sim 9^9 \times 9^9 \) boxes. The results are consistent with each other (not shown). In the 5–15 \( \text{m s}^{-1} \) bin, $L_q$ \( \times \) THF is negative near TC center in both runs, indicating that the surface flux feedback works against the development of TCs (Fig. 5). It is the positive radiative feedback \( (L_q \times R') \) in the Control run that promotes the development of TCs (Fig. 6). Since such positive contribution is missing in the ClimRad run, the amplitude of the combined effects of the surface flux feedback and the radiative feedback is smaller without radiative interactions (Fig. 7), resulting in less active TC activity. Previous studies using cloud-resolving models have shown that the surface flux feedback is overall positive during the development of TCs (Fig. 5). It is the positive radiative feedback \( (L_q \times R') \) in the Control run that promotes the development of TCs. We repeat the above analysis using different box sizes for \( \sim 7^9 \times 7^9 \) and \( \sim 9^9 \times 9^9 \) boxes. The results are consistent with each other (not shown). In the 5–15 \( \text{m s}^{-1} \) bin, $L_q$ \( \times \) THF is negative near TC center in both runs, indicating that the surface flux feedback works against the development of TCs (Fig. 5). It is the positive radiative feedback \( (L_q \times R') \) in the Control run that promotes the development of TCs (Fig. 6). Since such positive contribution is missing in the ClimRad run, the amplitude of the combined effects of the surface flux feedback and the radiative feedback is smaller without radiative interactions (Fig. 7), resulting in less active TC activity. Previous studies using cloud-resolving models have shown that the surface flux feedback is overall positive during the development of TCs, even in the early stages (Muller and Romps 2018; Wing et al. 2016). In this GCM, although the amplitude of the surface flux feedback increases monotonically with TC intensity (i.e., the wind speed), its sign changes: being positive at high wind speeds

\[ \hat{R} \times R' \approx L_q \hat{q} \times R' \quad \text{(7)} \]

\[ \hat{R} \times \text{THF}' \approx L_q \hat{q} \times \text{THF}' \quad \text{(8)} \]

Figure 5 shows composites of $L_q$ \( \hat{q} \times \text{THF}' \) during different TC stages from the 5–15 \( \text{m s}^{-1} \) bin to the 35–45 \( \text{m s}^{-1} \) bin. As TCs get stronger, the surface flux feedback increases no matter whether radiative interactions are suppressed. Additionally, both runs exhibit similar amplitude of $L_q$ \( \hat{q} \times \text{THF}' \) for the same bin, indicating that the surface flux feedback still contributes to the development of TCs without radiative interactions and its amplitude increases monotonically with TC intensity.

However, we find that contribution from the radiative feedback is very different. In Fig. 6, although the amplitude of $L_q$ \( \hat{q} \times R' \) does not monotonically increase as TCs get stronger in the Control run, it is dominant at low wind speeds and then becomes approximately of the same order of magnitude as $L_q$ \( \hat{q} \times \text{THF}' \) except for the strong wind bins (where wind speeds are greater than ~25 \( \text{m s}^{-1} \)).
but negative at very low wind speeds. On one hand, it may be more accurate that the surface fluxes are resolved explicitly in idealized models. On the other, it could also reflect changes that, at low wind speeds, the air–sea enthalpy disequilibrium, which is a negative feedback, dominates the surface flux feedback because there is little impact of winds on enhancing the surface flux feedback (Wing and Emanuel 2014). More research is needed to address such discrepancy using higher-resolution GCMs in the future.

b. TC duration and genesis

To compare the distribution of TC duration with and without radiative interactions, the probability distribution function (PDF) of TC duration retrieved from the Control run is used to
define duration deciles, where each decile contains 10% of the total number of TCs (note that the lowest and highest bins are unbounded below and above, respectively). With the lower and upper boundaries of each decile determined, TC duration retrieved from the ClimRad run is put into these deciles to produce another PDF. In each decile, the fractional change between the Control run and ClimRad run is computed. If more (less) cases are from the Control run in a decile, a positive (negative) fractional change is obtained. As TC duration increases, the fractional change switches from negative to positive for both category 0–5 and category 1–5 TCs (Fig. 8). These patterns indicate that the ClimRad run yields more short-lived and fewer long-lived TCs than the Control run. Taken as a whole, TC duration is reduced when radiative interactions are suppressed.

The reduction in TC duration can be understood by the differentiated response of TC genesis and lysis. Here genesis is defined as the location where the TC wind speed at 10 m first exceeds 17 m s$^{-1}$ and has a warm core, while lysis is the location where the wind speed at 10 m last exceeds 17 m s$^{-1}$ and the warm core disappears. We note that genesis and lysis density are normalized by the number of TCs per year in each simulation because the global TC frequency is different with and without radiative interactions. Figure 9 displays the normalized genesis density for category 0–5 and category 1–5 TCs in the Control run (left), ClimRad run (middle), and

---

**Fig. 8.** Distribution of the fractional change in TC duration for (left) category 0–5 and (right) category 1–5 TCs in deciles. Large (small) bins mean long-lived (short lived) TCs. See text in section 3b for more details.

**Fig. 9.** Maps of the normalized genesis density for (top) category 0–5 and (bottom) category 1–5 TCs. Results are from the (left) Control run, (center) ClimRad run, and (right) their difference. See text in section 3b for more details.
their difference (right). Without radiative interactions, genesis locations shift toward coastal regions, whereas TC lysis exhibits little difference (not shown). The response in genesis and lysis indicates that TCs are forming late in general, and thus have shorter lifetimes before reaching their natural lysis locations such as cold water, land, or regions with high wind shear, which leads to the reduction in TC duration as shown in Fig. 8. Thus, suppressing radiative interactions not only reduces TC genesis, but also delays genesis for those TCs that do develop. This delay in TC genesis is consistent with the reduction in contribution to the spatial variance of MSE in the ClimRad run (Fig. 7). Since $L_\text{q}' \times \text{THF}$ is a sink of spatial variance of MSE in the early stages of TC development (Fig. 5), $L_\text{q}' \times R'$ is crucial in promoting the development of TC (Fig. 6). The combined contribution is deficient in the ClimRad run compared to that in the Control run (Fig. 7). For those seeds that develop into TCs, a longer time is required for them to accumulate energy without the contribution from the radiative feedback. At the same time, these seeds are moving toward land. The more time they spend in accumulating energy, the closer they get to land. This explains why TC genesis locations shift toward coastal regions.

c. Simulations with interannually varying SSTs

To verify the robustness of our results, two more simulations are performed by prescribing interannually varying SSTs from 1980 to 2017, which are similar to the Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP) that is part of phase 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5; Taylor et al. 2012). These two simulations are referred to as the Control-AMIP with interactive radiative cooling and the ClimRad-AMIP with suppressed radiative interactions. The number of TCs per year retrieved from these two AMIP-like simulations is compared to that retrieved from the International Best Track Archive for Climate Stewardship (Knapp et al. 2010), version 4 (IBTrACS v04). Figure 10 shows the time series of the number of TCs in each year for the Control-AMIP, the ClimRad-AMIP, and IBTrACS v04. While the number of TCs in the Control-AMIP and that in IBTrACS v04 are generally of the same level, the number of TCs in the ClimRad-AMIP is smaller, indicating that suppressing radiative interactions also reduces TC frequency with interannually varying SSTs.

d. Sensitivity to background warming

In this section, we explore how the change in TC activity due to suppressed radiative interactions depends on the mean state of the climate. To compare the change in TC activity in the present-day climate with that in a warmer climate, $\Delta TC$ is first defined to quantify the difference in track density between the Control run and the ClimRad run. Likewise, $\Delta TC_{+4K}$, $\Delta TC_{+2K_2xCO_2}$, and $\Delta TC_{2xCO_2}$ represent such differences in each warming scenario respectively (details of each warming
scenario can be found in section 2). Then \( \Delta T_{\text{cplus4K}} - \Delta T_{\text{c}}, \Delta T_{\text{cplus2K_2xCO2}} - \Delta T_{\text{c}}, \) and \( \Delta T_{\text{c2xCO2}} - \Delta T_{\text{c}} \) are computed to compare the change in track density due to suppressed radiative interactions in each warming scenario with that in the present-day climate. Figure 11 compares maps of \( \Delta T_{\text{cplus4K}} - \Delta T_{\text{c}}, \Delta T_{\text{cplus2K_2xCO2}} - \Delta T_{\text{c}}, \) and \( \Delta T_{\text{c2xCO2}} - \Delta T_{\text{c}} \) for category 0–5 and category 1–5 TCs. While there are variations in the magnitude, the spatial patterns are similar. Negative values are found over the northwest and northeast Pacific, indicating that the magnitude of reduction in TC frequency due to suppressed radiative interactions is diminished in a warmer climate.

For the global number of TCs, the fractional change in the present-day climate is 22.0% (23.0%) for category 0–5 (category 1–5) TCs, whereas it becomes 17.3% (10.6%) in plus4K and 18.6% (14.7%) in plus2K_2xCO2 (Table 2). The differences in the number of TCs with and without radiative interactions are statistically significant at 95% confidence level based on Student’s \( t \) test. In Fig. 12, the global number of TCs per year in each warming scenario is normalized by the median value in its present-day counterpart. For example, the number in the Control_plus4K run is normalized by that in the Control run, while the number in the ClimRad_plus4K run is normalized by that in the ClimRad run. Mean values of the blue boxes are greater than those of the red boxes for plus4K and plus2K_2xCO2, indicating a smaller reduction of TCs due to suppressed radiative interactions in these two warming scenarios. However, the fractional change in 2xCO2 is almost identical to that in the present-day climate (Table 2) and mean values of the blue boxes are slightly smaller than those of the red boxes in 2xCO2 (Fig. 12). Recall that \( \Delta T_{\text{c2xCO2}} - \Delta T_{\text{c}} \) is also small in magnitude, these results indicate that doubling CO2 alone does not offset the reduction in TC frequency due to suppressed radiative interactions as robustly as what other warming scenarios do.

Overall, there is an increase in latent heat release as climate warms (Held and Soden 2006), especially with increased SSTs, which contributes more energy to the development of TCs. Therefore, the impact of suppressing radiative interactions is less effective due to the greater relative contributions from latent heating. This can be quantified using the MSE budget analysis. Here, we compare the surface flux feedback and the radiative feedback in the present-day climate and the plus4K scenario. Compared to the Control run, the surface flux feedback and the radiative feedback increase in the Control_plus4K run (Fig. 13, top), so does the total feedback (Fig. 13, middle). However, the relative contributions of the surface flux feedback and the radiative feedback change as SSTs increase. In the Control run, the radiative feedback dominates over the surface flux feedback in early stages of TC development (Fig. 13, bottom left), whereas the relative contribution from the radiative feedback decreases in the Control_plus4K run with an increase in the relative contribution from the surface flux feedback (Fig. 13, bottom right). Thus, with increased SSTs, the radiative feedback contributes a smaller fraction to the spatial variance of MSE while the surface flux feedback plays a more important role in TC formation. Based on this, when the contribution from the radiative feedback is removed in ClimRad_plus4K, there is less reduction in TC frequency.

4. Summary and discussion

In this study, we examine the impact of radiative interactions on the development of TCs under realistic boundary conditions. Unlike previous studies that completely remove cloud radiative effects, we only suppress the radiation variations on synoptic time scales by overwriting the model-generated atmospheric radiative cooling rates with its monthly varying climatological values. We find that suppressing radiative interactions reduces both TC frequency and TC duration in the present-day climate. While the reduction in TC frequency is primarily due to a decrease in the frequency of pre-TC synoptic disturbances, the reduction in TC duration arises from a delay.
in genesis and resulting spatial shift of TC genesis locations toward coastal regions, with lysis locations remaining unchanged. Based on the MSE budget analysis, we show that although suppressing radiative interactions does not change the surface flux feedback, it greatly reduces the contribution from the radiative feedback to the development of TCs, explaining why TC frequency is reduced when radiative-convective coupling is disabled. While the surface flux feedback is negative at low wind speeds and thus inhibits the development of TC, the radiative feedback is positive and increases the spatial variance of MSE. Therefore, the radiative feedback plays a more important role in the early stages of TC development. We further explore the sensitivity of the impact of suppressing radiative interactions to the mean state of the climate. It is found that the impact of suppressing radiative interactions is diminished with increased SSTs, which likely reflects the greater role of latent heating in the warmer and more humid base state.
Additionally, we find that the change in TC frequency exhibits spatial heterogeneity. In the present-day climate, suppressing radiative interactions leads to a greater reduction in TC frequency over the western Pacific than the other basins (Figs. S3–S5). Previous studies have shown that processes like weak downdrafts below clouds (Muller and Bony 2015) or enhanced virtual effect (Yang 2018) can trigger convective aggregation without radiative-convective interactions in idealized models. More investigation is needed to explore the impact of these processes under realistic boundary conditions. Instead of removing CRE, this study suppresses radiative interactions by using climatological values of radiative cooling rates, looking both at cloud-induced and clear-sky effects in combination. Therefore, this study does not address whether and how clear-sky radiation affects TC development given that cloud-induced radiative perturbations have been found to be important to TC development (Bu et al. 2014; Muller and Romps 2018; Ruppert et al. 2020; Smith et al. 2020; Wing et al. 2016).

We note that the simulations in this study are performed with prescribed SSTs. Future studies may examine the impact of radiative interactions on TC development using fully coupled GCMs. The resolution of this model could be another factor that affects how TCs respond to suppressed radiative interactions. The horizontal grid spacing in HiRAM is ~50 km, which is still coarse for TC simulations although it can reproduce the observed global TC climatology quantitatively. Also, while GCMs use cumulus parameterization, our results are largely consistent with recent studies using convection-resolving models (Ruppert et al. 2020; Wing et al. 2016), which indicate that cumulus parameterization and horizontal grid spacing do not undermine the main conclusions in this study. Future studies can explore the role of radiative interactions in TC development using GCMs with finer horizontal grids.
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